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From the author of the award-winning biography of Jean Genet comes this passionate biography of

the brilliant writer, famous recluse, and tormented lover. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Edmund White's Proust is a superb model of stripped down biography. In a succinct and constantly

illuminating appraisal of the writer as homosexual, White succeeds in making public what Proust

was outwardly at such pains to conceal. Proust's outsidership--he was part Jewish, gay, a

semi-invalid by way of chronic asthma, and an unctuously ingratiating social climber--were all

necessary facets of his person, developed in the slow evolution of his genius. White's elegant and

incisive prose evident here in his evocation of Proust's characteristically neurotic obsessions allows

us that rare opportunity of perceiving how one distinguished novelist writes about another. This is

White's Proust, and so the conception is of value to literature. White succeeds in getting under

Proust's skin, and by virtue of uncanny empathy reads his subject with the familiarity of one

profoundly psychological writer resonating with another. White understands that 'Every

autobiographical novel inevitably mixes harsh truths about its first-person hero with a bit of wish

fulfilment.' If Proust's fortÃ© was to apprehend the psychological building blocks out of which the

twentieth-century was to be constructed, then he achieved this through what he called 'involuntary

memory', or the unconscious. White is good on this crucial aspect of Proust, for it was the writer's

facility to establish an interface between buried associations and their reappearance in the light of



memory which was to prove the basis on which A La Recherche Du Temps Perdu was created.
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